
Ceramics 1
2022-2023
Course Description
In this class we will be creating a variety of artworks using a fancy type of mud that we call “clay.” We will
learn how to shape, form, decorate, and glaze pottery, small sculptures, and other artworks, as well as
various techniques and sculpting skills.

Traditionally, ceramic works are usually vessels, or hollow containers. Though you will be making items
other than bowls, teapots and cups, clay artworks need to be kept hollow, for this reason, we will be
referring to most of our clay artworks as “vessels.”

Techniques:
We will be studying many hand-building techniques such as creating pinch-pots, coiling, and slab building.
As our skills improve, we will learn to throw clay on the wheel, and glaze our finished pottery using
under-glaze, and decorative gloss glazes.

Who is Ms Campbell?
Hello! This is my 7th year teaching Visual Arts at Roosevelt. I’m very lucky to live in the neighborhood, I
walk to school everyday. When not in school I spend my time hiking in the woods, painting, knitting,
discussing philosophy with my cats or chasing my chickens around the yard.

What is expected of Ms Campbell?
o Listen openly and honestly
o Foster a safe and comfortable environment to create and learn about art
o Encourage students to explore and express their personal culture, interests, and emotions
o Provide meaningful and constructive feedback to students.

What is expected of students?
o Engage in the class and the work
o Come prepared to create art, talk about art, and present art.
o Listen openly and honestly
o Communicate with the teacher if you have questions or concerns
o Be respectful of class materials and resources
o Respect one another, respect the equipment, respect yourself
o Be resourceful, seek answers from reliable resources, or trusted classmates first, and then

come to Ms. C (3 before me!)
o IF YOU FINISH EARLY you will be asked to help with additional tasks --like kneading scrap

clay-- OR work on other homework.
Google Classroom Codes:

1st Ceramics: 6oqsv2g
5th Ceramics: xb2q242
6th Ceramics: g6vge5r
7th Ceramics: ppebrms



Attendance:
Adhere to school wide policies, as discussed at the beginning of the school year. If you know you are going
to miss a day, please see Ms. Campbell within a week of the planned absence. If you missed a day, ask
someone at your table to let you know what you missed, and check in with Ms Campbell for details. All
handouts will be on the class board near the door.

Necessary Course Materials:
o A digital device to access certain resources, a Chromebook or phone should be fine.
o A pen or pencil EVERY day
o A folder to keep handouts and packets.

Technology Use Guidelines

Red Zone, NO Phones During: Yellow Zone, limited phone use for:

Instruction
Demonstrations
Class discussions or critique
Tests/quizzes

Use for:
Work time music (headphones!)
Looking up visual references
Researching techniques
Photographing your work

Do NOT use for:
Texting/calls
Social media (unless art-related)
Games
Videos (unless art-related)

Grading Scale:
Summative Assessments are: 80% of your grade

o Finished projects
o Reflections
o Quizzes/Finals

*You cannot pass the course unless you take all
assessments.
* Retakes will be permitted for summatives, up to one week
after the quarter ends.

Formative Assessments are: 20% of your grade
o Warm-ups
o Packets
o Daily work
o Peer Critiques

Formative Assessments graded on a 0-1-2 scale and MYP
Criterion Rubrics in the areas of Knowing and understanding,
Investigating, Communicating and Thinking Critically
Summative Assessment graded using the [MYP Criterion Rubrics in the areas of Knowing and
understanding, Investigating, Communicating and Thinking Critically.



% or less = NC % = D %= C % = B % = A

Incomplete
Unacceptable
Inaccurate
Insu�cient Evidence

Developing
Limited
Partial

Adequate
Inconsistent

Accurate
Proficient

Extended
Innovative

*******Take-home rule*******
All fired, finished artwork must be taken home by the end of each Quarter, leaving work

behind will result in a FULL GRADE REDUCTION for the project
Units in this class:

Dates Unit Statement of Inquiry Assessments

Quarter 1

9/12-9/23 Handbuilding
techniques

Clay forms can be created with one’s hands, the main
forms used to create most vessels are pinching pots,
rolling coils, and forming slabs.

Unit Packet
Pinch pot,
Coil pot,
Slab planter,
Reflection

9/26-10/4 Glazing A variety of glazes can be used to create a colorful,
decorative surface on a ceramics artwork

Underglazed
Pinch Pot
Crystal glazed coil
pot
Gloss glazed Slab
vessel

10/6-10/31 Ceramic Snack
Project

Hand-built forms that were explored in the previous
unit can be combined to create a more sculptural,
complex clay form to mimic a recognizable object, like
food.

Unit Packet
Finished project
Peer Critique
Reflection

11/2-11/3 Final Quiz Using the correct vocabulary when describing your
artwork and the processes used to create it. For the
Quarter 1 final, you will be quizzed on some of the
terminology used in Ceramics.

Vocabulary Quiz

Quarter 2

11/7-11/22 Slab
House/Environ
ment

One of the most versatile clay forms, the slab, can be
shaped and formed to create a sculptural object,
scene, or house

Unit Packet
Finished Project
Reflection

11/7-12/16 Wheel Thrown
Vessel

Throwing a vessel on the pottery wheel is an e�cient
way to create a clay vessel, multiple thrown or other
formed clay elements can also be added to create a
functional object.

Unit Packet
Finished project
Reflection



11/28-12/8 Ornament Tile Textures can be applied to clay tiles to create a
decorative ornament that can be used to adorn a
home, a holiday tree, or yourself

UNit Packet
Finished tile
Reflection

12/16-1/20 Coordinated
Set of 2 or
More objects

Traditionally, clay artworks serve a function, many of
these functions include using 2 or more matching
pieces to a set, such as a teapot and teacup, or a
vessel with an elaborate lid.

Unit Packet
Finished project
Peer Critique
Reflection

Ready-to-Fire Checklist
Clay must be baked or “fired” in order to be made permanent. Until it is fired clay can be recycled. In order
to preserve clay, partially finished or under-developed work will receive a grade, but will not be fired. In
order to assure your project is fully developed and kiln-ready, look at this checklist:

Is the clay piece….
o free of clay crumbs?
o smooth and mostly free from excessive cracks and lumps?
o less than an inch thick or hollowed out with a vent hole?
o steady-footed (not wobbly)?
o clearly marked with your stamp or initials?

… if so, your piece is ready to fire!
… If not, you can choose to either fix it (Campbell can help!) or have it graded “As-Is”
As-is projects will still be graded, but you will not be able to take it home.

Academic Honesty- is not being academically dishonest:
What does Academic Honesty mean?
Just don’t copy the work of others and take the credit! Respecting and acknowledging the intellectual
property of others, including other people’s ideas, words, graphs, diagrams, charts and pictures,
photographs, works of music, art or literature. Acknowledging all used sources. It is acceptable to include
words, ideas, data, diagrams, tables, graphs, film clips and pictures from books and online sources in
assignments. Students must always credit where they have got the information used, both in the body of
the written work and on the Works Cited page at the end, using the correct referencing format.

Student’s Responsibility :
● Read and understand the Academic Honesty Policy.
● Students genuinely attempt formative work, with the work or ideas of others fully and

correctly acknowledged through correct use of citations, and understand that it is an
opportunity to receive feedback on their learning and make plans for improvement.

● Ensure that summative assessment work is authentically their own, with the work or ideas of
others fully and correctly acknowledged.

● Comply with all internal school deadlines.
● Understand the definitions of what is considered academic dishonesty.
● Take ownership of learning by asking for clarification of instructions when necessary and

seeking help when needed.
● Talk to teachers when feeling overwhelmed to discuss assignments and time management

strategies to reduce the stress.
● Report malpractice and help cultivate a culture of academic honesty at their school.

Violation Procedures: First infractions (violations) will be handled by your teacher, subsequent infractions
of the policy will involve working with a dean and possibly a counselor or coordinator of a program


